A Redwood Secret
Unlocking History

Dendrochronology
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Tree Ring: Key to the past
A layer of wood cells produced
by a tree or shrub in one year

What can we learn from tree ring data?
What past climates were like (hot, dry, wet, cold)
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Vascular Cambium
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xylem (inward to form heartwood) and
phloem (outward to form bark).

Forest disturbances (insect infestations or major storms)

Bark
tree—formed from
old phloem (which
transports sugars
around the tree).

With this information, scientist are recreating a tree’s growth history
over time—thus estimating the age of these ancient beings!

Pith

Center of the tree,
year of growth.

Narrow Ring*= Stunted Growth

Wide ring*= Growth Spurt

maybe a summer without much rain, perhaps
insects invaded.

tree–maybe lots of summer rain or
winter snow, maybe it was warm more

dendrochronologists for crossdating because of their distinct appearance

more sunlight for photosynthesis.
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Heartwood
tree deposits decay-resistant
chemicals into this older wood.
water and nutrients, but instead
becomes an investment in the
future—so the tree may stand
strong and tall for many years.

Crossdating

Crossdating is like patching together panoramic photos but instead scientists use tree
tree ring an exact year of formation by match-

An Example

Sapwood

Is the living xylem—which conducts water
and nutrients from the roots to the leaves.

twisted into the trunk of a
extract an increment core
(or tree core) with which
they can crossdate trees handle
with minimal injury.

Science Focus

narrow rings) are where scientists match up
tree cores to go back in time!

Tree is Born

increment borer: Is an auger-like

Just inside the
bark is the
youngest part
of the tree

Once the cores reach the pith
(center) scientists know the age
of the tree at that height
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